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ABSTRACT: Ensemble sensitivity analysis (ESA) is a useful and computationally inexpensive tool for analyzing how
features in the flow at early forecast times affect different relevant forecast features later in the forecast. Given the frequency of observations measured between model initialization times that remain unused, ensemble sensitivity may be used
to increase predictability and forecast accuracy through an objective ensemble subsetting technique. This technique
identifies ensemble members with the smallest errors in regions of high sensitivity to produce a smaller, more accurate
ensemble subset. Ensemble subsets can significantly reduce synoptic-scale forecast errors, but applying this strategy to
convective-scale forecasts presents additional challenges. Objective verification of the sensitivity-based ensemble subsetting
technique is conducted for ensemble forecasts of 2–5-km updraft helicity (UH) and simulated reflectivity. Many degrees of
freedom are varied to identify the lead times, subset sizes, forecast thresholds, and atmospheric predictors that provide most
forecast benefit. Subsets vastly reduce error of UH forecasts in an idealized framework but tend to degrade fractions skill
scores and reliability in a real-world framework. Results reveal this discrepancy is a result of verifying probabilistic UH
forecasts with storm-report-based observations, which effectively dampens technique performance. The potential of ensemble subsetting and likely other postprocessing techniques is limited by tuning UH forecasts to predict severe reports.
Additional diagnostic ideas to improve postprocessing tool optimization for convection-allowing models are discussed.
KEYWORDS: Severe storms; Statistical techniques; Forecast verification/skill; Mesoscale forecasting; Probability
forecasts/models/distribution; Ensembles

1. Introduction
The characteristics of convection make it a challenging atmospheric feature to predict given the nonlinear, rapid growth
associated with the processes that govern its initiation, maintenance, and eventual dissipation. The shift to ensemble systems has helped characterize the forecast uncertainty and
provided probabilities of convection, for which the associated
hazards can heavily impact society. Relatively coarse horizontal grid spacing generally larger than 12 km has traditionally characterized most operational ensemble systems up until
the last decade, when convection-allowing forecast systems
have become more computationally feasible (e.g., Kain et al.
2006, 2008). These systems now effectively operate with horizontal grid spacing of 4 km or less in order to explicitly allow
convective-scale processes without the need to estimate them
through the use of parameterization (e.g., Weisman et al. 1997;
Done et al. 2004). While this grid spacing can sufficiently resolve
broader convective circulations, a system cannot be characterized as completely convection-resolving until it acquires a grid
spacing of approximately 100 m to adequately sample turbulent
in-cloud mechanisms (Bryan et al. 2003). Forecast systems approaching such ultrahigh resolutions may depict convective
cells of more realistic appearance, but without the means to
initialize a model with atmospheric conditions of equal realism,
the extra detail from these forecasts add little predictive value
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and cost exponentially more in terms of computational resources (Kain et al. 2008). Thus, horizontal grid spacings of 2–
4 km are common in operational ensemble systems to provide
valuable probabilistic forecast guidance for severe convection.
While model physics improvements, high resolution, and
advancements in data assimilation techniques benefit the predictability of the atmosphere generally, other postprocessing
techniques that harness ensemble information specific to various
high-impact features may provide substantial improvements to
forecast skill in an operational environment. Ensemble sensitivity analysis (ESA) is one way to quantitatively assess the
predictability of an atmospheric event (Hakim and Torn 2008).
This procedure characterizes the temporal and spatial linear
relationships between a chosen high-impact forecast event
within an area of interest (response function) later in the forecast
window and relevant features in the flow at early forecast times
(Hakim and Torn 2008; Ancell and Hakim 2007). ESA has many
useful applications such as observation targeting (e.g., Ancell
and Hakim 2007; Smith and Ancell 2017; Coniglio et al. 2019)
where ESA is used to determine the most pertinent locations
and conditions to assimilate in order to most benefit the prediction of a chosen response function. Other important ESA
applications include the mitigation of chaos seeding1 (Ancell
et al. 2018), diagnosing relevant mechanisms for convective
initiation and maintenance (Bednarczyk and Ancell 2015;

1
The unrealistic rapid propagation of numerical noise throughout
a WRF Model domain owing to the higher-order model discretization
schemes. These numerical errors can damage interpretation of model
sensitivity experiments if overlooked.
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Hill et al. 2016; Kerr et al. 2019), and ensemble subsetting
(Ancell 2016).
The ensemble subsetting procedure (Ancell 2016) combines
ensemble member errors and ensemble sensitivity fields at
early forecast times to objectively pick the members with the
lowest errors in sensitive regions in order to attain a subset of
the full ensemble with an improved forecast distribution. The
subsetting tool can improve ensemble forecasts in real time by
incorporating new observational information into the forecast
well before subsequent data assimilation cycles. While Ancell
(2016) focused on synoptic-scale applications, this study examines the utility of an objective, sensitivity-based ensemble
subsetting technique to improve ensemble forecasts of convection. The sensitivity-based subsetting technique was originally
tested for land-falling midlatitude cyclones off of the West Coast
of the United States to reveal if it could reduce errors in the
central pressure of the cyclones at later forecast times in an
idealized framework where one member was randomly chosen as
truth (Ancell 2016). Many degrees of freedom associated with the
technique were tested such as subset size, or which variables were
used to calculate sensitivity, to understand what parameters
would be effective in improving forecasts with the subsetting
technique. Overall, the average error reduction associated with
almost all unique combinations of degrees of freedom tested
proved to be statistically significant. More specifically, an optimal
subset size of 10–30 members (out of an 80-member ensemble)
yielded the largest reductions in absolute response function error.
Further, this subset method also performed optimally with a low
sensitivity threshold. In other words, it performed better when
the entire sensitivity field was included in the calculation than it
did when only portions of the sensitivity field exceeding a prescribed sensitivity magnitude percentile were incorporated into
the subsetting calculation. More frequent error reduction was
also found in cases with high ensemble spread.
This study aims to determine whether the success of the subsetting technique of Ancell (2016) at synoptic scales translates to
convective scales. Several experiments are performed here on
numerous convective cases to quantify the performance of the
sensitivity-based subsetting technique. Maximum hourly 2–5-km
updraft helicity (UH) is one of the most commonly used proxies to
forecast severe convection (Kain et al. 2010) due to its ability to
detect the presence of midlevel mesocyclones associated with supercells, the main driver behind the majority of severe weather
reports (Duda and Gallus 2010). It can also identify the presence
of strong sheared updrafts associated with mesoscale convective
systems, which are responsible for a large proportion of severe
wind reports (e.g., Sobash and Kain 2017; Clark et al. 2012). Thus,
the predictability of severe convection based on UH within an
ensemble framework will serve as a focal point of this study, toward the development of an ensemble sensitivity-based technique
to improve probabilistic forecasts of severe convection in real time.

2. Background
a. Ensemble sensitivity analysis
ESA is one way to relate a weather phenomenon of interest
to the initial or early forecast atmospheric state within an
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ensemble framework. A high-impact event is diagnosed
through a response function Je, which is some chosen scalar
function of the forecast atmospheric state. The sensitivity of
Je is then calculated with respect to initial or early forecast
variables, known as the sensitivity variables (x0). ESA is
mathematically described as
›Je cov(Je , x0 )
.
5
›x0
var(x0 )

(1)

In other words, ESA is simply the slope of the linear regression
between a chosen response function and a sensitivity variable.
A response function can be any scalar atmospheric condition of
interest (e.g., potential vorticity at forecast hour 48 or maximum 6-h updraft helicity at forecast hour 24).
Two types of commonly used convective-scale response
functions explored through ESA are magnitude responses and
coverage responses. An example of sensitivity using a coverage
response (Fig. 1) depicts the positive relationship (positive
sensitivity) between UH coverage from forecast hours 22–26
(f22–f26) within a chosen area of interest (response box not
shown) and sensitivity variable (500-hPa GPH member forecast values) at f6 for a single grid point. Each member has a
single scalar value for UH coverage (number of grid points
exceeding the UH threshold in the chosen area of interest),
which is regressed onto the sensitivity variable distribution
(500-hPa GPH member values at a specific grid point). This
calculation is repeated for each grid point within a given model
domain to create a sensitivity field. In this way, ESA reveals the
atmospheric features in the flow that are related to the chosen
response function. For example, Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity of
UH (.25 m2 s22) coverage (over a 6-h forecast period ending
at f28) in the response box depicted over Oklahoma and
Kansas with respect to the full 300-hPa geopotential height
field. The response box was chosen manually and centered over
an uncertain UH probability signal. A dipole exists in the
sensitivity field along the ensemble mean 300-hPa trough axis
highlighted by the gray dashed line, with negative sensitivity
southeast of the mean trough axis and positive northwest of the
axis. This a clear positional signal, manifesting itself due to
variability in the placement of the trough among ensemble
members. Other sensitive features include the broadly positive
region in the central United States juxtaposed with a negative
region of sensitivity along the mean ridge axis. The negative
feature is likely tied to the magnitude of the ridge heights,
indicating a weaker ridge would result in higher UH values
later. The positive feature in the central United States may be
linked to the geopotential height gradient between the ridge
and trough, suggesting this gradient is critical in modulating
the strength of subsequent convection.
While a powerful diagnostic tool, ESA has its limitations.
ESA is a linear, univariate regression that represents relationships between conditions in a nonlinear, multivariate system. Still, these relationships can quantify the first-order
relationships relevant to a variety of forecast problems, even at
convective scales where nonlinear processes dominate (e.g.,
Bednarczyk and Ancell 2015; Hill et al. 2016; Kerr et al. 2019).
Moreover, while ESA uses a univariate regression, it implicitly
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FIG. 1. Ensemble-member 500-hPa geopotential height values at forecast hour 6 and
ensemble-member 6-h UH coverage values valid over forecast hours 22–26. The relationship
(sensitivity) is depicted with the (slope of the) black linear regression line.

incorporates all covariance relationships among early forecast conditions, representing forecast features defined across
many variables. This can be shown through the relationship
between ensemble sensitivity and adjoint sensitivity [Eq.
(14); Ancell and Hakim 2007], where ensemble sensitivity
expands upon its deterministic counterpart through an inherent incorporation of the background error covariance
matrix. Underdispersion is another limitation, as ESA depends on relating a small number of members that might skew
its results. Still, it has been shown that the 42-member ensemble size used here is sufficient for convective-scale ensemble systems (e.g., Clark et al. 2011).

b. Sensitivity-based ensemble subsetting
Ensemble subsetting constitutes one powerful application of
ESA. It provides the opportunity for improvements to a
probabilistic forecast by taking into account new observational
data without additional data assimilation cycles. Since ESA
reveals the atmospheric features early in the forecast that are
most relevant to a chosen response, it is reasonable to expect
that ensemble members that are most correct in sensitive regions should comprise a more skillful ensemble. That premise
was successfully tested in Ancell (2016) at synoptic scales and
will be further examined here for forecasts of severe convection. The subsetting procedure is performed per the following steps:
1) A probabilistic signal valid over a certain time frame is
chosen (e.g., 6-h probabilities of UH . 40 m2 s22 valid from
forecast hours 18–23 over Tennessee as depicted in Fig. 3).
This signal must have some uncertainty associated with it
for the subsetting process to actually change the signal
(since a subset of an ensemble in which no member
exceeds a given UH threshold must always yield a 0%
probability). A probabilistic signal of 50% warrants the
most potential for improvement with this technique as this

is the highest amount of uncertainty a probabilistic forecast
may possess, but probabilistic signals of interest between
20% and 80% are also good subsetting candidates. The area
composing this probabilistic signal is chosen by the user as
the response box for the subsetting process. The size of the
box is dependent on the size of the uncertain probabilistic
signal that warrants improvement. In practice, one should
pick a box that spans a single convective event. If the box is
too large such that it encompasses multiple probabilistic
signals from different synoptic systems, ambiguity is introduced into the response function and the subsetting is less
likely to improve the forecast.
2) Ensemble sensitivity is then calculated by regressing the
response function back onto some set of preset sensitivity
variables at an earlier forecast time known as the sensitivity
time. The sensitivity time can be any time early in the
forecast period, but for successful subsetting must be chosen at a time at which an analysis is available.
3) Once the sensitivity fields have been calculated, the
sensitivity-time errors for each member are calculated
with respect to some analysis (‘‘truth’’) that has been
interpolated to the forecast grid. Analysis from the native ensemble system or an external analysis system can
be used to calculate sensitivity-time errors, as can point
observations.
4) A predetermined number of ensemble members (the subset
size) with lowest errors in sensitive regions are chosen to
comprise the ensemble subset.
There are generally two methods available to combine the
sensitivity and error fields from which the ensemble subset can
be drawn (Ancell 2016), but the current study relies on the
projection method as the more mathematically sound approach. This method projects a sensitivity field onto its corresponding sensitivity-variable error field for each ensemble
member, thus weighting sensitivity-time member errors (Dx0)
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FIG. 2. Example of an ensemble sensitivity field in which the
sensitivity of 6-h high UH (.25 m2 s22) coverage between f22 and
f28 to 300-hPa geopotential heights (m) at f6 is depicted along with
the mean 300-hPa geopotential heights (black contours). A positional signal (dipole in sensitivities) resides near the ensemblemean trough axis (gray dashed line).

by the sensitivity field (›Je/›x0) that results in an approximation
of the future response function error (DJ; Fig. 4):
DJ ’

›Je
Dx .
›x0 0

(2)

This calculation is imposed onto each ensemble member for
every sensitivity variable of interest. Once a sensitivityweighted error field is calculated for each atmospheric
predictor and corresponding ensemble member error field,
the errors are summed over all sensitivity variables and the
entire model domain for each member, resulting in one total
sensitivity-weighted error value per ensemble member. In
the case of this experiment, as well as that by Ancell (2016),
the model domain within which sensitivity variable errors
are evaluated spans the entire CONUS at 12-km horizontal
grid spacing. The members are subsequently ranked from
lowest to highest absolute weighted error, and the N members with lowest-weighted errors (N depending on subset
size) are chosen to make up the ensemble subset.

3. Methods
To thoroughly investigate the potential utility of the
convective-scale subsetting technique, three permutation experiments are performed. The first takes place in a realistic,
practical framework in which UH forecasts and reflectivity
forecasts are verified with real observations (local storm reports, practically perfect probabilities, and GridRad reflectivity data). The second experiment uses an idealized framework
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FIG. 3. Unsmoothed neighborhood maximum ensemble probability of UH exceeding 40 m2 s22 forecast valid over a 6-h period
between 1800 and 2300 UTC (forecast hours 18–23 from a
0000 UTC initialization) with a 30-km square neighborhood.
Response function box (green) captures an uncertain signal which
maximizes between 50% and 60% in western Tennessee.

in which an ensemble member is randomly chosen as truth
without replacement, and UH response functions are directly
verified with idealized UH observations. The third experiment
operates within a semi-idealized framework in which a randomly chosen ensemble member is again chosen as truth, but in
this case surrogate severe reports (idealized observed reports)
and surrogate severe probability forecasts (idealized practically perfect probabilities) are generated from the truth
member and used as the verification dataset to emulate realworld observations.

a. Forecast dataset
The initial-condition ensemble system implemented for this
study consists of 42 members and acts as both a data assimilation and forecast system. Forecasts are launched using the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model Advanced
Research WRF (WRF-ARW), version 3.5.1 (Skamarock et al.
2008), and initial conditions are perturbed through an ensemble Kalman filter assimilation method based on the National
Center for Atmospheric Research Data Assimilation Research
Testbed (DART; Anderson et al. 2009). The system consists of
an outer nest of 12-km horizontal grid spacing that covers the
CONUS and receives boundary conditions from the previous
two cycles of the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS),
and an inner nest of 4-km grid spacing forced by the outer
domain that covers most of the Great Plains and the Midwest.
Assimilation occurs on the outer domain only, where conventional observations including cloud-track winds, ACARS
aircraft winds and temperatures, radiosonde winds, as well as
surface winds, temperatures, pressures, and dewpoints are assimilated on a 6-h cycle. The 48-h forecasts are launched
twice daily at 0000 and 1200 UTC. The 0000 UTC initializations from this ensemble system will serve as the focal
dataset for this study.
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FIG. 4. Example of the projection method
for a single sensitivity field and ensemble
member. (top left) The sensitivity field is projected onto (top right) a member error field,
which results in (bottom right) a sensitivityweighted member error field.

The following experiments are performed on 18 unique
cases chosen from an archived 6-week ensemble dataset from
late April to May 2016. Days from the May 2016 dataset were
categorized into high-, medium-, and low-coverage days. A
relatively active year in terms of severe weather, all the days
from May 2016 were sorted from highest number of combined
CONUS tornado and hail reports to lowest number of reports.
The 6 days with the highest frequency of storm reports were
then classified as high-coverage days, whereas the 6 days with
lowest frequency of storm reports constituted the low-coverage
days, and 6 additional days were pulled from around the median of the LSR frequency distribution (Fig. 5). This distinction

was made to achieve a representation of different severe event
magnitudes. An overview of each case is provided in Fig. 6,
where the full ensemble UH probabilities, response boxes, and
LSRs from each case depict the nature of each case.

b. Ensemble probability and response function generation
Ensemble probabilities are calculated using a square version
of the unsmoothed neighborhood maximum ensemble probability (NMEP) approach described in Schwartz and Sobash
(2017). This approach does not incorporate any spatial
smoothing into its probability formulation. Rather, a neighborhood distance of 30 km, chosen for consistency with the

FIG. 5. Bar chart of 18 chosen cases from May 2016 in descending order of combined SPC
tornado and hail reports. The 6 days with highest frequency of tornado and hail reports are
deemed high-coverage days, the 6 lowest days are deemed low-coverage days, and the remaining cases were drawn from the median distribution of daily storm reports.
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FIG. 6. Full-ensemble NMEP fields with LSRs overlaid valid over 6-h response window of interest for each case. Response box is depicted
in green.
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FIG. 7. Example of observed probability generation based on gridded LSRs. (left) Scaled observations are shown
in orange with LSRs overlaid as gray scatter points and (right) subsequent probability percentages are contoured
based on scaled observations with LSRs overlaid.

operational Texas Tech University ensemble configuration, is
used as a searching distance and is computed for a single grid
point as follows:
NMEPi,j 5

1 M
å Hits ,
M m51

(3)

Tr

where M denotes the ensemble size, i, j specifies the grid point
of interest, and hits can be defined as
(
Hitm 5

1 for

Nnbr
nJ.g
N

.0

nbr
0 for nJ.g
50

means that the values of these response functions for each
member are derived from the maximum within the response
box (spatial maximum) first, and then the maximum over the
entire N-hour time frame (temporal maximum). Magnitude
response functions are calculated as follows:
i
5 max(J t ) ,
Jmax

mJ
,

max

5

(4)

where a grid point for a particular member m gets assigned a 1
if there are any points within the neighborhood of N points that
exceed a chosen threshold g and is otherwise assigned a 0.
Ensemble probabilities are not directly incorporated into the
ensemble subsetting calculation. However, the threshold used
in the probability calculations should match the response
threshold used for any coverage response functions for correct
comparison, as subsetting based on a coverage response is
meant to improve the forecast coverage for that given response threshold. For example, quantifying how relevant
early forecast features modulate UH (.100 m2 s22) coverage
through ensemble sensitivity means that subsetting based on
that sensitivity field will implicitly improve the probabilistic
forecast of UH exceeding 100 m2 s22 by selecting the ensemble
members that minimize errors in UH (.100 m2 s22) coverage.
As previously described, there are two primary types of response functions: magnitude (maxima) response functions and
coverage (areal) response functions. While seemingly straightforward, it is important to remember that the magnitude
response functions require a dual-maxima calculation. This

(5)

t5Tr 2N

1 M i
åJ ,
M i51 max

(6)

where J is the response function, i is the member for which the
response function is valid, N is the number of hours over which
the response function is valid (e.g., N 5 6 for a 6-h response
function), Tr is the end of the response function time frame,
and mJmax is the ensemble mean of the magnitude response
function over M members.
Coverage responses are calculated by incrementing the
number of grid points within the response function box that
exceed the response function threshold (e.g., number of points
where UH . 25 m2 s22) over the N-hour time frame. Coverage
response functions are calculated as follows:
i
5
Jcov

mJ 5
cov

Tr

å

t5Tr 2N

ntJ.g ,

1 M i
åJ ,
M i51 cov

(7)

(8)

where ntJ.g is the number of points within the response box that
exceed the given response function threshold g. With these
response functions, ensemble sensitivity is calculated for each
sensitivity variable, projected onto each sensitivity-time error
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TABLE 1. Practical experiment subset parameters.
Subset parameter

Values used

Run initialization
Response function
Subset technique
Analysis type
Subset size (members)
Sensitivity threshold (%)
Sensitivity time (forecast hour)
Practically perfect neighborhood (km)
Neighborhood distance (km)
Response thresholds
Sensitivity variables

Day 1 0000 UTC forecast
6-h UH max, 6-h UH coverage
6-h reflectivity max, 6-h reflectivity coverage
Projection
RAP, WRF
1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
0, 20, 40, 60, 80
6
30
30
UH: 25, 40, 100 m2 s22
Reflectivity: 40, 50 dBZ
300-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 500-hPa geopotential height,
temperature, U wind, V wind, 700-hPa temperature
300-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 500-hPa geopotential height,
temperature, U wind, V wind, 700-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind
850-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 925-hPa temperature, U wind, V
wind, 2-m temperature, 10-m U wind, 10-m V wind
Sea level pressure
All variables from all levels combined

field, summed over all sensitivity variables, and finally summed
over all grid points in the domain.
In this study, 6-h response functions will be used, with the
response time indicating the end of the 6-h window (e.g., a
response time of f28 would indicate the response function is
aggregated from f22 to f28). This time frame was chosen because the goal with this subsetting technique is to correct the
probability distribution for convective events, assuming the
event is generally captured within the preset response window,
as opposed to a single storm. Given that the vast majority of
daily storm reports take place within a 4-h period (Krocak and
Brooks 2020), a 6-h response function captures most convective events with margin for some temporal error, assuming the
event is captured by the response function in the first place.

c. Forecast verification
1) OBSERVATION DATASETS
Local storm reports (LSRs) of tornadoes, hail, and wind
constitute the main observational dataset used to verify UHrelated response functions. Wind is included because UH can
be a good indicator of sheared updraft strength for mesoscale
convective systems or even embedded supercells within these
systems (Sobash et al. 2011), which in turn produce a large
number of wind reports. All reports are gridded to the inner
4-km model domain as binary events and scaled with the
forecast neighborhood (30 km) by assigning any grid point
within the aforementioned radius a value of ‘‘1’’ to determine
most of the verification metrics. To calculate fractions skill

TABLE 2. Idealized experiment subset parameters.
Subset parameter

Values used

Run initialization
Response function
Subset technique
Analysis type
Subset size (members)
Sensitivity threshold (%)
Sensitivity time (forecast hour)
Neighborhood distance (km)
Response thresholds
Sensitivity variables

Day 1 0000 UTC forecast
6-h UH max, 6-h UH coverage
Projection
Randomly chosen truth member valid at sensitivity time
1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40
0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
6, 12
30
UH: 25, 40, 100 m2 s22
300-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 500-hPa geopotential height, temperature,
U wind, V wind, 700-hPa temperature
300-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 500-hPa geopotential height, temperature,
U wind, V wind, 700-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind
850-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 925-hPa temperature, U wind, V wind, 2-m
temperature, 10-m U wind, 10-m V wind
Sea level pressure
All variables from all levels combined
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FIG. 8. Example of SSR and SSPF generation for
verification in the semi-idealized experiments from a
randomly selected truth member. (a) The 6-h raw
UH maxima from the truth member, (b) subsequent
SSRs generated with a 100 m2 s22 UH threshold
from this member (which are used as observations in
reliability calculations), and (c) final SSPFs used as
PP probabilities are generated from SSRs.

score, a smoother is applied to gridded and scaled storm reports
to create a practically perfect probability observation grid.
Practically perfect (PP) probability fields (Brooks and Kay
1998; Hitchens et al. 2013) constitute the main observation
dataset for UH-related response functions. These fields consist
of gridded observed storm report frequencies that are converted to a probabilistic field by applying a Gaussian weighting
function to the grid with weights determined as follows:
f (x) 5

1
2p(s/Dx)2

exp

"
#
2(x2 1 y2 )
2(s/Dx)2

,

(9)

where s is the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel in
kilometers, Dx is the horizontal grid spacing of the grid to
which the storm reports have been assigned, and x and y denote
the distance from a given grid point. Increasing the standard
deviation of the kernel acts to smooth the binary observations
further spatially, damping the original magnitudes of the observation while effectively increasing the radius of influence.
PP probabilities are computed on the native TTU WRF grid
with 4-km horizontal spacing. A searching distance of 30 km is
applied to gridded storm reports to scale-observed frequencies
to match the forecast probability grid (Fig. 7).
There are limitations to using PP probabilities for verification. The neighborhoods used in an NMEP calculation are
inherently different than those used for PP calculation. While
increasing the neighborhood within the Gaussian kernel for PP
probabilities effectively smooths the probability magnitudes,
increasing the neighborhood in the ensemble NMEP calculation inflates probabilities. This is why PP probabilities are
computed with observations that have been scaled to the

forecast grid neighborhood prior to smoothing. In addition,
there exists an unavoidable population bias inherent to
storm reports (Snider 1977). In less-populated regions, severe weather hazards are less likely to be reported, which
could result in verification metrics identifying false alarms in
locations where hazards did actually occur. Along those
lines, nighttime severe weather is less likely to be reported
since most potential reporters are asleep or simply cannot
see the hazard well enough to report it. While these issues
are partially mitigated by gridding events to the coarser
forecast grid where the maximum value a grid point can
attain is 1, geographical and temporal biases will likely remain. Moreover, this verification method assumes a robust
relationship between storm reports and UH as direct measurements of UH cannot realistically be made. While UH
continues to be one of the more reliable predictors of storm
report locations (Kain et al. 2010; Sobash et al. 2011), they
are fundamentally different fields. Storm reports are binary
and prone to population biases, whereas forecast UH swaths
are continuous and modulated by model dynamics.
Although radar reflectivity is not as directly correlated with
high-impact weather as UH, observational reflectivity datasets
are much more readily available than those for UH. Through
objective verification of reflectivity, the need for verification
proxies (i.e., verifying UH with storm reports) is eliminated,
making it a desirable way to directly assess the performance of
the subsetting technique. GridRad is an observational radar
reflectivity dataset comprising NEXRAD WSR-88D reflectivity data from 125 NWS offices around the United States
(Homeyer and Bowman 2017). Instantaneous hourly base reflectivity analyses from all available radars is consolidated
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TABLE 3. Semi-idealized experiment subset parameters.
Subset parameter
Run initialization
Response function
Subset technique
Analysis type
Subset size (members)
Sensitivity threshold (%)
Sensitivity time (forecast hour)
Neighborhood distance (km)
Response thresholds
Sensitivity variables

Values used
Day 1 0000 UTC forecast
6-h UH max, 6-h UH coverage
Projection
Randomly chosen truth member valid at sensitivity time
1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
0, 20, 40, 60, 80
6, 12
30
UH: 25, 40, 100 m2 s22
300-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 500-hPa geopotential height,
temperature, U wind, V wind, 700-hPa temperature
300-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 500-hPa geopotential height,
temperature, U wind, V wind, 700-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind
850-hPa geopotential height, temperature, U wind, V wind, 925-hPa temperature, U wind, V wind,
2-m temperature, 10-m U wind, 10-m V wind
Sea level pressure
All variables from all levels combined

onto a single Cartesian three-dimensional grid (0.028 3 0.028 3
1 km). The spatiotemporal weighting of WSR-88D observations needed in order to grid them does result in some damping
of reflectivity magnitudes, which may exaggerate the inherent
simulated reflectivity biases relative to reflectivity observations
that accompany the Thompson microphysics scheme employed
by the ensemble system (Starzec et al. 2018). However, reflectivity bias is not a concern in this instance since we are
comparing the full ensemble and subset systems that both
contain the same biases.
Another caveat of reflectivity verification is the opportunity for timing errors. The ensemble dataset consists of
hourly WRF-ARW output with instantaneous simulated
10-cm wavelength reflectivity at all vertical model levels
(Skamarock et al. 2008). Additionally, instantaneous GridRad
reflectivity data are stored as hourly output on the UCAR
Research Data Archive. The 6-h time frame associated with
response functions alleviates much of the timing errors associated with UH responses because UH is an aggregated hourly
maximum variable in WRF (Kain et al. 2008), whereas the
instantaneous nature of simulated reflectivity means that timing errors will likely still be present.

2) VERIFICATION METRICS
The primary metric used for severe weather occurrence verification in this study is the fractions skill score (FSS; Roberts and
Lean 2008; Roberts 2005). The FSS is based on the fractions Brier
score (FBS; Roberts 2005), which originates from the Brier score.
The Brier score (Brier 1950) is commonly used to verify a forecast
field with a dichotomous observation field. The FBS allows for
comparison of two fractional (probabilistic) fields, and is used to
compare a neighborhood probability forecast and probabilistic
observational field in Schwartz et al. (2010) as follows:
FBS 5

1 N
å [NPF (i) 2 NPO(i) ]2 ,
N i51

(10)

where N indicates the number of grid points in the verification
domain, and NPF (i) and NPO(i) describe the probabilistic
forecast and observational fields, respectively. However, FBS
is extremely sensitive to the frequency of the observed event.
Consequently, it typically gets calculated against a reference
FBS that represents the worst possible FBS:
FBSworst 5

1 N
å [NP2F (i) 1 NP2O(i) ] ,
N i51

(11)

where FBSworst mathematically describes the situation in which
there is no overlap in nonzero probabilities between the two
fields. Converting to a positively oriented skill score where 1
indicates a perfect forecast and 0 indicates no skill yields
the FSS:
FSS 5 1 2

FBS
.
FBSworst

(12)

To ascertain if the subsets can improve forecast quality relative
to that of the full ensemble, FSSs between the subsets and full
ensemble solutions are computed and compared using UH as a
forecast proxy for severe weather events. FSSs are computed
by comparing unsmoothed NMEP fields from the ensemble
with PP probabilities as described earlier. This skill score is
highly sensitive to the neighborhood distance (and resultant
smoothing parameter) of the PP probability fields as well as the
neighborhood distance used to calculate the NMEP field.
In addition, the Brier skill score, which is mathematically
very similar to the fractions skill score, is applied to UH forecasts to compare the subset and full ensemble performance.
Here, the BSS is calculated in the same way as the FSS, except
instead of evaluating NMEP fields against PP probabilities,
NMEP fields (divided by 100 to span [0, 1]) are evaluated
against binary gridded LSRs. As in the PP probability computation, gridded LSRs are scaled to match the neighborhood
used in NMEP fields by assigning a value of 1 to any grid point
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FIG. 9. Mean percent FSS changes (positive indicates improvement over full ensemble) with respect to mean
percent reliability component changes (negative indicates improvement over full ensemble) aggregated over all
cases. The top-left quadrant depicts the area where improvements to both metrics exist, while the bottom-right
quadrant depicts the area where degradations to both metrics are present. Scatter size corresponds to normalized
mean FSS difference z scores. (a) Statistical significance of FSS changes for each configuration at the 95% confidence level as the green scatter points. (b) As in (a), but subset configurations are colored by sensitivity variable
collections used. (c) As in (a), but colored by subset size for each configuration. (d) Mean percent FSS changes and
mean percent reliability component changes stratified by response threshold.

within 30 km of the LSR. From there, NMEP fields are compared with these scaled binary gridded observation fields to
yield the BSS.
Reliability is the secondary method applied to evaluate the
subsetting technique in this study. Reliability diagrams essentially ask the question: Given an N% probability of event
x occurring, how often does event x occur in reality? The
process of creating reliability diagrams is clearly explained by
Bröcker and Smith (2007) and summarized here for convenience. To begin, the forecast probabilities are stratified into
bins. The experiment presented here uses bins ranging from
0% to 100% in increments of 10% with the representative
forecast probability located at the bin’s center (e.g., 5%,
15%). The ‘‘observed frequency’’ fk describing the ratio of
observation hits to total number of indices NIk within the
corresponding probability bin can subsequently be represented as
fk 5

åi2I Yi
k

NI

,

(13)

k

where Ik indicates the collection of location indices for which
the forecast probabilities fall into bin k, Yi describes the binary
event occurrence (1 for an observed event; else 0), and i

indicates a given location index. Because a neighborhood of
30 km is applied when calculating forecast probabilities, the
reliability calculation analogously searches for event occurrences within a 30-km radius when calculating observed
frequencies.
Reliability is not easy to holistically verify since it is described over a range of probability bins as opposed to a single
scalar metric. Consequently, a proxy for reliability for easy
comparisons between subset and full ensemble forecasts is
used, one which is essentially the reliability component of the
Brier score (Brier 1950; Atger 2003). The reliability component quantifies the average absolute difference between observation frequencies and the perfect reliability line for each
probability bin:

Dr 5

1 K
å jf 2 fperfect j ,
K k51 k

(14)

where K indicates the total number of probability bins and
fperfect 5 pk, the probability value for bin k, since a perfectly
reliable forecast follows a slope of 1. The bins are not centered
based on the average forecast probability of forecasts that fall
into each bin but rather based on the mathematical center of
the bin range. Consequently, the reliability component applied
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FIG. 10. Mean percent MAE changes (negative indicates improvement over full ensemble) with respect to mean
percent reliability component changes (negative indicates improvement over full ensemble) aggregated over all
cases. The bottom-left quadrant depicts the area where improvements to both metrics exist, while red depicts the
area where degradations to both metrics are present. Scatter size corresponds to mean MAE difference z scores.
(a) Statistical significance of MAE changes for each configuration at the 95% confidence level, where the lack of
green scatter points indicate an absence of statistically significant reflectivity subset configurations. (b) As in (a), but
subset configurations are colored by sensitivity variable collections used. (c) As in (a), but colored by subset size for
each configuration. (d) Mean percent MAE changes and mean percent reliability component changes stratified by
response threshold.

here differs slightly from the Atger (2003) formulation and
may hamper result robustness given the probability bin
centers are not as representative of the forecast probability
distribution within each bin range. However, modification
of the probability bin centers during postprocessing of results revealed little sensitivity of the reliability component
comparisons to different bin centers (not shown), suggesting that the qualitative nature of results presented herein
are robust.
Simulated reflectivity forecasts corresponding with the
lowest available GridRad vertical level, approximately 1 km
AGL (vertical sigma level 13), are verified with mean absolute
error and reliability components. The full ensemble and subset
mean response function value (either reflectivity coverage or
maximum) over the response box are verified with respect to
GridRad data to directly assess the performance of the subsetting technique. Mean absolute error is chosen to evaluate
the performance of the respective means and is calculated as
follows:
MAE 5

1 N
å jJ 2 OJ j,
N i51 i

(15)

where Ji is the simulated-reflectivity-related response for a
given member (either member max reflectivity in the response
box or member reflectivity coverage in the response box), and
OJ represents the observed max reflectivity or reflectivity
coverage.
To potentially maximize forecast skill of the subsets relative
to their respective full ensemble forecasts, a rigorous permutation experiment is conducted in which different degrees of
freedom of the technique are varied to produce the experiment
setup shown in Table 1. Coverage and maxima response
function types are tested for probabilistic forecasts of UH and
reflectivity. External (RAP) and internal analysis (TTU WRF)
systems are tested to serve as ‘‘truth’’ for sensitivity-time errors. Subset sizes are varied between 1 and 35 members.
Sensitivity threshold, or the percentile sensitivity magnitude
that defines a ‘‘sensitive region’’ to be used in sensitivity-time
error calculations, is varied in 20% increments between 0%
and 80%. Sensitivity time is kept constant at forecast hour 6
(0600 UTC) in this particular experiment, but is varied in
idealized experiments later discussed. Response (probability)
thresholds are varied for coverage response functions, and finally, different collections of sensitivity variables are evaluated
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FIG. 11. (left) Proportion of all 18 cases improved by specific UH subset configurations for reliability component
(x axis) and FSS (y axis). The distribution of improvement fractions for each metric is shaded with a Gaussian kernel
density estimator. Brighter colors indicate modes within the fractional improvement parameter space. (right)
Proportion of all 18 reflectivity cases improved by specific reflectivity subset configurations for reliability component (x axis) and MAE (y axis).

as atmospheric predictors. Sensitivity variable groups include
upper-air variables, upper-air variables with the addition of
700-hPa temperatures, lower-air variables, sea level pressure,
and all variables combined. These groups were chosen to determine which vertical level provides the largest benefits first
before identifying particularly useful single sensitivity variables. SLP is included as a single variable due to its implicit
relationship to many atmospheric conditions (such as thickness, average temperature, etc.). Subset parameter permutations total 3000 unique UH subset configurations per case
and 4400 unique reflectivity subset configurations per case
(of which there are 18 for both the UH and reflectivity experiments). Given the few thousand permutations for each
forecast feature, the permutation experiments should sufficiently cover the subset parameter space in spite of the small
case sample size.
Idealized and semi-idealized experiments are additionally
performed to identify potential limitations in the technique’s
application or verification, and to better reveal its fundamental
capability to improve forecasts. In these experiments, one ensemble member is randomly selected to serve as ‘‘truth’’ for
each case in a manner similar to that conducted for synopticscale forecasts by Ancell (2016). The truth member is thereafter removed from the ensemble and used as the analysis
with which sensitivity-time errors are calculated for the remaining members. For the idealized experiment, response
function root-mean-square errors are calculated as follows
for both the subset and full (minus truth member) ensembles
and compared:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 N
RMSE 5
å (J 2 OJ )2 .
N i51 i

(16)

The idealized framework is rendered to identify any configurations that can consistently and substantially reduce response
function RMSE in absence of undersampling, model physics

error, and observation (early forecast analysis) error. The
permutation experiment differs from the practical framework
in that the analysis type parameter (e.g., using WRF or RAP
for sensitivity-time truth) is no longer applicable, so this degree
of freedom is removed. To replace it, dependencies on sensitivity time are evaluated with this experiment by varying the
sensitivity time between f6 and f12 to determine whether additional information gained from observations at f12 yields a
better subset than one drawn at f6. This framework is the least
computationally intensive, so more permutations can be
tested, allowing for 6600 unique idealized UH subset configurations (Table 2).
While this methodology allows one to test the utility of the
technique in the absence of model and observation error, it
does not reveal the specific limitations introduced by using
storm reports or related PP probabilities as verification proxies
for UH forecasts. With this in mind, a semi-idealized experiment is conducted in which surrogate severe reports (SSRs)
and surrogate severe probability fields (SSPFs) are generated
from the idealized ‘‘truth’’ member as described in (Sobash
et al. 2011, 2016), the only difference being that instead of
generating SSRs and SSPFs over a 24-h time frame they are
generated over a 6-h time frame for consistency with the
aforementioned experiments. Truth member SSRs are used as
the observation grid for calculating reliability with respect to
the remaining ensemble member NMEP fields and subset
NMEP fields. SSPFs from the truth member are treated as PP
probabilities for use in FSS verification. Examples of products
created during this process are shown in Fig. 8. This semiidealized framework tests nearly the same subset parameters
as the practical experiment except the analysis degree of
freedom is replaced with sensitivity time, yielding 3000 unique
subset configurations per case (Table 3). This experimental
configuration will reveal whether the subsetting technique’s
capability is masked by the verification assumption made by
relating UH and storm reports, as undersampling of LSRs is
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FIG. 12. (left) Histogram of mean percent RMSE changes and (right) histogram of percent RMSE change z
scores for all subset configurations aggregated across all cases in the idealized framework. The z-score distribution
differs from the mean percent RMSE changes because each configuration has a different standard deviation of
RMSE changes across cases. The z scores calculated assuming an expected percent change of 0%.

not an issue in this framework. By comparing these results to
the idealized and practical experiment results, the potential of
the subsetting technique as an operational tool can be thoroughly assessed.

4. Results
Aggregate verification comparisons between full ensemble
and subset forecasts are evaluated for UH and reflectivity over
three different permutation experiments. These comparisons
are made through both the lens of average changes to verification metrics and frequency of cases improved for each verification metric over the full ensemble.

a. Practical permutation experiment
18-case-average percent changes (relative to full ensemble)
in FSS and reliability component are depicted for UH subset
configurations (of which there are 3000 unique permutations;
Fig. 9). The top left quadrant of each image contains configurations that improve both verification metrics on average,
while the bottom right quadrant contains those that degrade
both verification metrics on average. Few configurations reveal improvements to both metrics on average, and none of
the configurations that improve both metrics are associated
with statistically significant FSS changes at the 95% confidence level (calculated from z scores of average FSS percent
changes relative to an expected change of 0%; Fig. 9a).
Rather, the only statistically significant UH subsetting configurations degrade both verification metrics on average, as seen

by the larger green scatter points. These changes exhibit little
dependence on sensitivity variables used to subset, as shown by
the lack of FSS percent differences grouping by sensitivity
variable collection (Fig. 9b). In contrast, there is clustering of
verification metric changes by subset size and UH response
threshold, where higher subset sizes produce smaller FSS
changes (Fig. 9c). Higher UH thresholds are typically responsible for the largest average degradations to FSS but the largest
average improvements to reliability component (Fig. 9d).
Subset skill depended very little on sensitivity threshold
(stratification of subsets by sensitivity threshold not shown),
suggesting that a handful of points with high-sensitivity magnitudes play the largest role in dictating the sensitivity-weighted
error totals. Similar results are seen when examining BSS
changes (not shown).
A similar evaluation is performed for ensemble forecasts of
reflectivity, except MAE is used instead of FSS because the
reflectivity response functions are directly verified with respect
to GridRad reflectivity data (Fig. 10), and a greater number of
subset parameters are explored on fewer cases. None of the
MAE changes are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (Fig. 10a). However, more subset configurations
improve both metrics (bottom left quadrant of each figure)
than with the UH subset configurations. Further, a slightly
stronger dependence on sensitivity variable collection is revealed from these reflectivity subsets with a stronger clustering
of MAE changes by sensitivity variable collection seen (particularly with SLP). In addition, a much more prevalent
dependence of reliability component change on reflectivity
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FIG. 13. Mean percent RMSE changes (negative values beneficial) with respect to standard deviation of RMSE
changes. Scatter size corresponds to mean RMSE difference z scores. (a) The green scatter points indicate statistical
significance of RMSE reductions at the 95% confidence level. (b) Stratification of configurations by sensitivity
variable collection used to subset. (c) Stratification of configurations by subset size. (d) Stratification of configurations by response threshold.

response threshold, with larger average improvements to both
metrics associated with subsets that employ a 50-dBZ threshold (Figs. 10b,d).
Another way to assess technique performance is by identifying how frequently (by number of cases) each subset configuration improves a verification metric. We evaluate this
success rate by calculating the proportion of all cases for which
the technique outperforms the full ensemble for each verification metric. Although the configuration which improves each
verification metric most frequently may not be improving the
forecasts as drastically on average, the subset parameters that
most consistently improve forecasts may be considered optimal. An assessment of the distribution of how frequently
subset configurations improve these metrics is shown with a
kernel density estimator in Fig. 11. The mode of the twodimensional distribution for UH subsets reveals that most
configurations improve reliability component for approximately 15 of 18 (83.33% of) cases and FSS for merely 6 of 18
(33.33% of) cases (Fig. 11a). Comparing this distribution to
the same distribution valid for reflectivity subsets (Fig. 11b)
highlights a discrepancy. The mode here reveals that most often the reflectivity subsets improve reliability component for
16 of 18 (88.89% of) cases and MAE for about 9 of 18 (50%
of) cases.
The main difference in the treatment of these two response
function categories is the observation type used to verify these
subsets. While UH forecasts are verified with storm reports,

reflectivity forecasts are verified directly with gridded radar
observations. It is reasonable to expect reflectivity subsets to
outperform UH subsets because the reflectivity forecasts are
verified with reflectivity observations, while UH forecasts are
used as a proxy for severe events and verified with storm reports. If the verification strategy is indeed responsible for these
contrasting statistics, optimizing the subsetting algorithm by
identifying the best UH subset will likely yield a suboptimal
algorithm as these results would suggest that the relationship
between UH forecasts and storm reports is not robust enough
to be reliable for this use case. Subsequent sections further
explore whether the verification framework within which UH
forecasts are evaluated may be partially responsible for this
performance difference.

b. Idealized permutation experiment
Similar to the assessment conducted in the practical framework, verification metric comparison is made between subset
and full ensemble forecasts of UH. Since the idealized experiment harnesses a random ensemble member from each initialization without replacement to serve as ‘‘truth,’’ UH values
are available for direct verification of response functions with
root-mean-square error and proxy measures using storm reports are unnecessary. Changes in response function RMSE
normalized as a percentage are assessed for all unique UH
subset configurations in the idealized experiment. Results from
each configuration are averaged across 16 cases and analyzed
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FIG. 14. Boxplot distribution of individual percent RMSE differences from all subsets in the idealized experiment by subset size.

with respect to standard deviation of configuration performance (spread) to identify configurations with largest reductions to average percent error. Two cases in which none of
the ensemble solutions reached the highest response threshold are excluded because it would be impossible for the truth
solution to contain the highest UH values, thus skewing the
results to favor lower response thresholds, consequently
leading to the use of 16 cases. Contrary to the results found
within the practical framework, reductions to RMSE on average are seen for most of the configurations tested (Fig. 12)
and many of these configurations’ reductions to RMSE are
statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (Fig. 13a).
Moreover, several strong relationships between various subset parameters and consequent average RMSE reductions
become apparent. A clear dependence of relative subset
performance (and performance consistency) on sensitivity
variable collection and subset size used is seen in Figs. 13b
and 13c, where lower air variables and all variables tend to
exhibit many of the most prominent reductions to RMSE
(with SLP exhibiting smallest error reductions), and lower
subset sizes show more substantial improvements in RMSE.
Response threshold exhibits a less distinguished effect on
subset performance in the idealized framework (Fig. 13d). In
contrast to the practical experiment, a one-member subset
yields the largest reduction in error on average where the
median one-member subset reduces error by over 50%
(Fig. 14), the implications of which will be discussed further
in section 5.
Assessing how frequently (by number of cases) each subset
configuration improves RMSE yields the one-dimensional
distribution in Fig. 15, which shows that 4579 of the 6600
(69.4%) of configurations reduce error for 100% of (all 16)
cases. The worst-performing configuration improves skill for
37.5% of cases. Although it remains difficult to compare the
different verification metrics between experiments, there is a
clear difference between the nature of the idealized results and
the practical results given that the vast majority of idealized
UH subsets yield statistically significant improvements to response function forecasts on a consistent basis. To identify
whether the verification framework limits the fundamental UH

FIG. 15. Distribution of the proportion of 16 cases that are improved by idealized subsets. The mode shows that most often
subsets reduce RMSE relative to their full ensemble counterparts
for all 16 cases.

subsetting capability suggested by the idealized experiments,
the semi-idealized framework is now examined.

c. Semi-idealized permutation experiment
Finally, a semi-idealized experiment is conducted in which a
randomly selected truth member is chosen without replacement from the ensemble and used to generate surrogate severe
reports and surrogate severe probabilities to serve as idealized
observed storm reports and PP probabilities, respectively.
Results from this experiment are examined over 16 cases; 2
cases are excluded for the aforementioned reasons described
with the idealized experiment. FSS and reliability component
changes are compared between subset and full ensemble for
UH forecasts in the same manner as the practical experiment.
Configurations that fall in the upper-left quadrant of each
image in Fig. 16 indicate configurations that improve both
metrics. While more semi-idealized subsets improve both
metrics on average than did the practical subsets, none of these
FSS improvements are statistically significant at the 95%
confidence level (Fig. 16a). Like the results seen in the practical
experiment, the only statistically significant changes to FSS are
those subsets which degrade both verification metrics on average. Again, very little dependence on sensitivity variable
collection is observed (Fig. 16b), some dependence on subset
size is seen (Fig. 16c), and clustering of subset performance by
UH response threshold is observed (Fig. 16d). Very similar
patterns are observed with BSS (Fig. 17).
Moreover, the frequency of cases improved for each verification metric reveals modest improvements in the mode of the
distribution over that of the practical experiment (Fig. 18).
Subset configurations are shown most often advancing reliability component for 100% of 16 cases and FSS for 8 of 16
(50% of) cases, which improves upon findings from the practical experiment in which 15 of 18 (83.33% of) cases saw enhanced reliability components and 6 of 18 (33.33% of) cases
saw enhanced FSS. These results, particularly for the reliability
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FIG. 16. Mean percent FSS changes (positive indicates improvement over full ensemble) with respect to mean
percent reliability component changes (negative indicates improvement over full ensemble) aggregated over 16
cases within the semi-idealized experiment. The top-left quadrant of each panel depicts the area where improvements to both metrics exist, while the bottom-right quadrant depicts the area where degradations to both metrics
are present. Scatter size corresponds to mean FSS difference z scores. (a) Statistical significance of each configuration in which a few of subsets show (in green) statistically significant degradations to FSS at the 95% confidence
level. (b) As in (a), but subset configurations are colored by sensitivity variable collections used. (c) As in (a), but
colored by subset size for each configuration. (d) Mean percent FSS changes and mean percent reliability component changes stratified by response threshold.

component, are promising for the capability of the technique to
improve forecast skill. However, unlike in the practical experiment, the semi-idealized subsets that improve reliability
the most tend to have the least impact on FSS, and the subsets
that improve FSS the most tend to degrade reliability. The
same relationships are observed for BSS and reliability, which
is particularly interesting given the reliability component is
closely tied to the Brier score and consequently BSS.

5. Discussion and conclusions
A sensitivity-based ensemble subsetting technique built to
improve probabilistic forecasts of high-impact weather in real
time without additional data assimilation is thoroughly tested
with three different permutation experiments. The unique
subset configurations used for each experiment were an attempt to optimize the subsetting technique within the technique parameter space. The permutation experiment was
repeated under different verification conditions to better understand the dependence of the technique performance on the
verification strategy. It was discovered that the sensitivity to
verification assumptions is larger than the sensitivity to the
subset parameters chosen to carry out the subset procedure.

Relative to the reflectivity subset forecasts, 2–5-km UH
subset forecasts performed poorly in a real-world framework in
which PP probabilities were used to verify UH probabilities. In
fact, the only subsets with normalized FSS changes that were
statistically significant at the 95% confidence level showed
degradations to the FSS. In contrast, the vast majority of UH
subsets showed promise in improving ensemble probabilistic
forecasts when evaluated in an idealized context where UH
response functions were directly verified with respect to a
randomly selected truth member. 69.4% of subset configurations reduced error for 100% of cases in the idealized experiment. A large portion of these subset configurations yielded
mean error reductions that were statistically significant at
the 95% confidence level. Interestingly, one-member subsets reduced RMSE overwhelmingly more than any other
subset size, suggesting that sensitivity-based subsetting is
often able to identify the most skillful ensemble member
first and the rest are included in descending order of skill. To
determine whether verifying UH forecasts through storm
report-based means was the root cause of the subset performance disconnect, a final semi-idealized experiment was
carried out in which SSRs and SSPFs from a randomly
chosen truth member were generated to serve as idealized
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 16, but the y axis depicts BSS instead of FSS.

observations for comparable verification to the practical
experiment (Sobash et al. 2011, 2016). While noticeable
improvements from subsets are observed in the semiidealized experiment (relative to the practical experiment), the nature of the subsetting technique performance
fails to qualitatively match that seen in the idealized
framework. These results suggest that underdispersion of
the ensemble, observation error in early analyses, the assumption of linear relationships between the response
function and sensitivity variables, and physics error are
all limiting the capability of the subsetting technique,
but these contributions do not hamper subset success as
strongly as limitations introduced by implementing a verification framework that employs storm reports to validate
probabilistic UH forecasts. The nature of ensemble sensitivity dictates that underdispersion of ensemble solutions
will always be a primary and unavoidable source of error
with the subsetting technique, as the success of the technique is limited by whether truth is captured in the spread
of full ensemble solutions. Secondary sources of error include observation error, as members are chosen by identifying solutions with lowest sensitivity-weighted errors at
early forecast times. Observation errors are typically at
least an order of magnitude smaller than sensitivity values,
meaning that the influence of underdispersion on sensitivity
magnitudes will play a larger role than observational errors.
The impact of physics error is not explored formally in this
study, but is eliminated in both the idealized- and semiidealized experiments. That the nature of the results differed strongly between the two experiments which were

both conducted in absence of physics error suggests that it
does not play a primary role in the success or failure of the
technique.
These results suggest a few points. First of all, in an idealized
framework, ensemble sensitivity-based subsetting for convectivescale forecasts can substantially and consistently improve the
forecast in an area of interest well in advance of the convective
event. New response functions may be implemented to identify
whether predictability of more complex convective features
can be enhanced, such as forecasts of convective mode. The
results described herein also support further investigation of
the subsetting technique in an operational setting, where it can
be subjectively assessed. The authors believe it is critical to
incorporate forecaster input throughout the development of
postprocessing techniques if they are eventually to be deemed
useful, especially in the sense that subjective input is required
to choose the response box over which subsetting will occur in
the first place. Subjective assessments are particularly helpful
given that UH response functions cannot be directly verified,
and feedback about the technique from participants in the
Hazardous Weather Testbed Spring Forecasting Experiment
(Clark et al. 2020) has steered some of the methodological
decisions of work presented here. Assessment within the idealized framework may have revealed greater subsetting utility
due to the verification of the response function, the forecast
metric for which the subsetting technique is built to improve,
instead of the probabilities which are intended to be improved
implicitly through improvement of the response function
forecast. More generally, these results encourage exploration
into other data mining and postprocessing techniques toward
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